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although the man has written best-selling books for beginners, many of them are more accessible to the advanced student. i drew with pastel for
months upon months. at the same time, i studied the human figure closely and started to take notes. as i read through these first chapters i was
impressed that these first studies were not only clear and concise, but also the use of the book was very practical; they helped me to put myself in
a right frame of mind to study human anatomy. i now own all of his books in print or electronic form, but this was the first one to get my attention.
it's a great tool for the intermediate and advanced artist. well illustrated, the book does not over complicate things. it offers only the basics of
anatomy, but the information is well written and delivered in a clear and simple manner. i have since used this book as a reference for drawing the
human figure in many styles and mediums. the information can be applied to real people, portraits, still life, comic book,and other illustrations. the
book is a strong tool to help you to draw the figure correctly by providing both basic and more advanced anatomical information. this book is a
great tool for the intermediate and advanced artist. it is the usual range and style of illustration one would expect from that particular artist. i
studied the illustrations closely. there was no limit in imagination, i was eager to learn more about how the people were drawn. if you are serious
about drawing this figure, this book will be worth a look. happy drawing! the book is simple to understand and easy to follow. the illustrations are
clear and precise. my paintings and sketch are becoming much better because of this book. once i finish reading this book, i will try to take
anatomy lessons at the local college. keep up your wonderful work!
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the figure in life (figure drawing: design & invention) is a classic book for learning the fundamentals of drawing the figure. this volume of drawings
demonstrates the basic principles of figure drawing that apply to all major media, and should be the first art-related text to review if you are just
learning to draw. the lessons on anatomy and figure drawing will help to facilitate your study of the human body. each chapter features drawings

demonstrating the variety of human anatomy, and each has a short explanatory text next to them in order to provide additional insight. - this
classic book presents a variety of exercises in drawing the human figure from both study and live models. while the figures are of very well-known

people in history, their poses were often chosen to point out specific body structure. included in this volume is a timeline for understanding the
human figure from historical and world culture points of view. this exciting book will reveal to you how to draw the human figure, a timeless and

fascinating piece of art. it shows you how to express this three-dimensional entity in a lifelike pose and how to highlight its anatomical details. you'll
find out the secrets of the great artists and learn how to draw them, while improving your skills in real time. the methods used in this book are
scientifically-based, and unlike other books, it is based on the use of figure and human figures as a starting point for developing more complex
drawing skills. "human figure drawing" by michael hampton, is a solid first book on figure drawing. it's basic concepts and general approaches

should be enough to get a beginner started, and if used for some time, this book can help you to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy. it's an
excellent source of information about how to make drawing look more realistic, and is full of examples from history and literature. the book explains

how to draw anatomical features, how to effectively place them within a 3d environment and how to incorporate sense of movement and gesture
into your drawings. 5ec8ef588b
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